
Student of Online Exams Exams/lessons problem Suggestions

First year student I think it's not a good idea Internet connection lost
Give us better ways (platforms, apps) to 

communicate online

Second year Not done yet
Personal device or connection issues that limits 

the following of lesson

Send previously the slides, in this ways also 

if there are some connection issues all of 

us can follow properly

Second year

It's more difficult respect the 

standard exam because it is 

difficult to be heard and 

understood by prof

sound malfunctions
Improve the audio, video and the ways to 

communicate with this method

First year student
It is good, the platform is very 

accessible
Too much work to do as homeworks Improve the coordination among professors

Second year It's good and easy to use Nothing problem for me For me it's good in this way

First year student

I still did not hae any exam 

online but i think its good in 

this situation according to my 

collegues who the exam on 

line went well with them

The program is long and lectures some times 

are intense
I dont have any 

First year student
My experience has been very 

positive

Some problems with connections, but they are 

not Teams fault, and with the Chat

For video lessons already recorded, to talk 

a little bit slower because sometimes it's 

difficult to follow everything and some 

words can be missing

First year student

It's a good emergence way to 

cope with the situation, for us 

studenr does not differ that 

much from the face-face 

examimation quotidian 

method

Personal device issues. Difficult to make up 

doubts arosen at the time of video-lectures

ach professor that opt via video lectures 

post only the number of lectures that 

correspond to the  timetable of the week. 

Not more.



Student of Online Exams Exams/lessons problem Suggestions

First year student

Non ho ancora sostenuto 

l'esame online ,credo che sia 

l'unica soluzione al momento 

per sostenerli, teams mi 

sembra valida su questo 

aspetto

Le lezioni in diretta le preferisco ,le domande al 

prof.sono dirette ,invece purtroppo ho 

riscontrato molti problemi per quanto riguarda la 

comunicazione via chat sulla piattaforma 

teams,non ci sta modo di comunicare in 

maniera ordinata ,i messaggi si sovrappongono 

creando molta confusione.Il servizio dovrebbe 

essere migliorato.Le videolezioni le trovo 

utilissime.

Migliorare la chat della piattaforma per 

ottenere una comunicazione piu ordinata

Second year
I think that it is a good 

method

Sometimes connection problems don't allow to 

follow in a linear way but by recording the 

lessons we can rewatch them and I think that is 

very useful

It should be possible to do exams in this 

way always (very useful for students who 

don't live in Naples)

Second year

Online examination method is 

strange but we need to adapt 

due to this situation

The only problem is related to the internet 

connection. The organization and the methods  

are good

No suggestions

Second year
I didn't do any online 

esamination
No problems No suggestions

First year student

I think that is a good solution 

to attend exams in order to 

don't loose time

No problems No suggestions

First year student I don't agree The lack of Motivation
We can continue over program but without 

exams onlie

Second year

It's a good choice in case of 

emergency like the actual 

global situation

I did only one lesson until now
Waiting for further lectures to have more 

precise ideas about


